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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Because there is often only minimal
displacement at the site of dislocation in unilateral locked
facet, it is possible to not only miss the locking of facets
but also even to conclude that no fracture or dislocation
is present. If the diagnosis is not promptly made,
neurological recovery will be impaired and deformity
will result.
Methods: We reviewed 450 patients with cervical spinal
column trauma and with focal neurological deficit. All
patients underwent AP and lateral cervical radiography.
Patients with severe local tenderness, focal neurological
deficit, limited cervical movement or abnormal simple
radiography underwent CT scan with sagittal and
coronal reconstruction.

INTRODUCTION
Unilateral facet dislocation is generally the
result of flexion-rotation forces. If the diagnosis
is not promptly made, neurological recovery will
be impaired and deformity will result. Lateral
radiographs demonstrate anterior subluxation
of the upper vertebral body on the lower of less
than 25% of the anteroposterior dimension of
the vertebral body. On the AP radiographs, there
is a shift in alignment of the spinous process at
the involved level. The facet dislocation or
locking is readily appreciated on a plain
radiograph but recent authors have advocated
using CT or MRI in these patients but there are
no conclusive data regarding this practice (1-4).
In this study, we emphasized the necessity of
obtaining CT-scan with sagittal reconstruction
in patients with probable locked facet (5-9).

Results: Fifty cases (11%) had unilateral locked facets.
Translation of the cervical vertebral body above the level
of dislocation resulted in a diagnostic appearance on the
lateral views. Translations were so minimal or adjacent
to cervicothoracic junction in one-fourth of cases that
had missed in primary evaluation. Rotation of the
spinous processes was observed in the Ap view in only
half of the cases. All missed cases demonstrated on CTscan with sagittal and coronal reconstruction.
Conclusion: The necessity of obtaining CT-scan with
sagittal and coronal reconstruction, which adequately
demonstrates the cervical spine locked facet, is
emphasized. JOURNAL OF IRANIAN CLINICAL RESEARCH
2016;2(1):160-162

MATERIALS AND METHODS
who sustained trauma to the cervical spinal cord
were seen in our spinal injuries unit. All patients
underwent AP and lateral cervical radiograph.
They were with abnormal radiographs, with
local tenderness, sever cervical movement or
focal neurological deficit underwent CT-scan
with sagittal and coronal reconstruction. All AP
and lateral radiography and cervical CT scans
with sagittal and coronal reconstruction were
interpreted with author.

RESULTS
Fifty patients (11%) of 450 cases of cervical
spinal column had unilateral locked facet.
Twenty-five patients with unilateral locked facet
(50%) missed with primary simple AP
radiography. On the other hand, 12 patients of
them (25%) missed with lateral simple
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radiography. Five of them (10%) missed in both
AP and lateral radiography. All missed cases
diagnosed in cervical spine CT scan with sagittal
and coronal reconstruction. All cases were
managed properly with open reduction and then
with internal fixation with posterior or anterior
surgical approaches.
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DISCUSSION
Unilateral locked facet of cervical spine is
significant since they occur in 4% to 16% of
patients with cervical spine injury referring to
emergencies (1-4). Facet injuries can present in
a range from subtle facet subluxations to overt
facet dislocations. A facet joint subluxation does
not imply full dislocation. A dislocation was
defined as a displacement of a bone in relation
to the opposing bone at the joint, resulting in a
complete loss of continuity of the joint (5-8).
Since there is often only minimal forward
displacement at the site of dislocation in
unilateral locked facet, it is possible to not only
miss the locking of facets but also to conclude
that no fracture or dislocation is present (9-12).
If the diagnosis is not promptly made,
neurological recovery will be impaired and
deformity will result. Researchers summarized
three reasons for delayed diagnosis of unilateral
locked facet injuries (13-16). First, there is
inadequate radiographic evaluation. Second,
associated injuries may lead the concern of the
physician away from the cervical spine. Third,
there is usually a lack of serious symptoms
associated with unilateral facet dislocation or
fracture-dislocation (17-20). An adequate
radiographic series is crucial for an accurate
diagnosis of whiplash-associated disorders (2125). As demonstrated in our study, radiographic
findings of facet subluxation are minimal in all
missed cases on routine radiographs.
Conclusion
This study emphasizes the importance of obtain
cervical spinal column CT scan with sagittal and
coronal reconstruction in patients with normal
cervical radiography but local cervical
tenderness and or significant limitation of
cervical movement. Further study should be
planed for evaluation of MRI rule in cervical
unilateral locked facet.
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